NIGERIA!

The country extends from the Gulf of Guinea to Lake __
The capital of Nigeria
The city of __ has grown from 300,000 in 1950 to over 15 million people
Nigeria is named for the __ river that runs through it
Improved infrastructure like roads and __ management is needed
Its flag has three stripes: green, __, and green again
The country includes over 500 __ groups, including Yoruba and Hausa
Education in Nigeria is federally __, but not all attend school
The Nigerian government has sponsored the __ of four satellites
Many of the northern states use elements of Islamic __ law
Nigeria has 36 __ and is 30% larger than Texas
Innoson Motors builds buses, cars and __
Since the discovery of oil, the country's __ has increased greatly
Nigeria is the most populous __ country with over 174 million people
Prior colonization by the __, the slave trade affected millions
Nigeria has an emerging __ and is already among the 30 largest
A power struggle among regions caused the __ of 1967-1970
The country endured nearly 33 years of __ rule, coups and juntas
Its official name is the Federal __ of Nigeria
About half the country is __ and the remainder is Muslim
Nigeria's history of corrupt __ has improved with recent presidents
In April 2014, over 200 girls were __ from a school in Chibok
The __ group Boko Haram seeks to remove western influences
Nigerian __ __ have been sent to areas of trouble within Africa
____ and savannahs make up most of the landscape
It is a founding member of the ____, a group of nations
In 1960, Nigeria gained its __ from Britain
Nigeria has a high rate of __, with millions of trees cut each year

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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